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Once cracked, simply open Word, Access, or Publisher, open the document and enter your Dumpster
key. It will start to process the document and then save it back to the same file as it was originally

(minus the?.docx extension). You can now view the file with all of it's sensitive data in the clear. The
hash cracker or hash breaker is a program that breaks a code or password in to its individual characters.

Once done, this is handed off to another program called a password “breaker”. The password breaker
then processes the password and, based on the kind of password you're looking to crack, it finds the

character distribution that makes the most sense. This is a brute-force attack, but it’s much less
laborious and time-consuming than using a traditional dictionary attack or a brute-force search. For this
particular hash, we’re looking for a single 16-character hash. Luckily, it’s very simple to determine what
that should be. We see that the Passwords it's given have a typical MS Office format of Vxxxxxx where

“V” is the Microsoft version number and “xx” is an incrementing number like "10". We also note that the
hash is stored in the Word header, and the hex digest of that hash would look something like this:

DEBFE634F3FE6E8E. The password hash we just found is a 100% correct guess, and most of the time,
this would be all we would have to go on. However, in addition to the password hash, we also have some

information from the file header. The first thing we get from the header is the Word document version
number, which is 5.0 in this case. This is a number used by Microsoft Office but its not always just 7,8,9,
or 2010. In this case, we're looking for older Office versions for when the document was created, so we
can get a little more information from this. The version number doesn't give us much information, but

we can get further help from the file extension. The file extension in this case is.xml, so let’s try looking
for a hash hash of this extension. Luckily, our hash digest is “DEBFE634F3FE6E8E”, and we can start

looking in the extensions for that hash. A quick Google search returned a link to Hashes.io, which houses
a big database of hashes for Microsoft Office documents.
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The first upside target
is $139.75, marking

the pandemic-induced
low we saw in March
2020 that has proven
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crack over the past
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back above the $155
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mark for the first time
in six weeks before

targeting $172.50 and
then $183.85. Lower
user numbers, softer

demand and pressured
pricing will all

contribute toward the
second consecutive

quarter of lower
revenue while the

weaker topline
combined with rising

costs will also lead to a
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fourth consecutive
quarter of lower

earnings. Analysts are
also expecting this to

result in quarterly
operating cashflow
falling to its lowest

level in two years to
just $10.4 billion,
marking a sharp

decline from what we
saw during the first

half. designed for any
kind of operating
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